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ABSTRACT — Corrections to RPA transition amplitudes arising from ground 

state correlations due to the zero point motion of the several degrees of freedom have 

been considered elsewhere. Since a complet set of states was required in the derivations 

the zero point motion of the spurious degrees of freedom was also involved in the 

expressions obtained for transition amplitudes. It is shown here that the contribution 

of the spurious states actually cancels out in those expressions if the transition operator 

commutes with colective operators such as center of mass position and total momentum. 

1 — iNTRODUCTION 

Corrections to RPA transition amplitudes arising from ground 

state correlations have been considered in other papers (1, 2, 3). 

Those corrections involve spurious states. Corrections to one-phonon 

transition amplitudes, for instance, contain summations extending over 

all RPA bosons, which may be regarded as arising from the zero- 
point motion of the several degree of freedom. Since a complete set of 
states was required in the derivations, the so called spurious states 

had to be included in the summations. However, the exact center of 

(*) Received the 21st February 1968. 
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mass and orientation wave packets are obviously unimportant for 
intrinsic excitations, so one expects the contribution of the spurious 
states to cancel out. In section 3 of the present note we show that this 
conjecture is realized to some extent by the formulae derived in ref. 1, 
which are valid up to first order in the ground state correlations, In 
section 4 we show quite generally that the spurious states may be 
discarded from the sums over intermediate states, provided the col- 
lective degrees of freedom are treated correctly. In section 2 we review 
some results of ref. 1 and we derive and correct other results which 
appear there without derivation. 

2— CORRECTIONS TO RPA TRANSITION 

AMPLITUDES 

In the notation of Fuxupa et al. (4), the RPA equations are 
written as follows 

(0, +6 — 4) Vi = 0 Gh) E i arte (2.1) 

where 

Vil ka ip, kt Cy Tk (2.2) 

is the antisymmetrized matrix element of the two-body effective 

interaction, the ¢, are the Hartree-Fock single particle energies 

and 0 (ik) = — © (ki) may have the values 1, 0, -1. It is 1 if i is a 

hole and k is a particle. The eigensolutions of eq. (2.1) can be chosen 

to satisfy the following orthogonality and completeness relations, 

when o. and wm, are positive, 

ie (r) (s) 5 Pee 
Bott ee, (2.3) 

Ever! Ok) —0 (2.4) 
ik 

by he vt hae aN x ) ze 2, >, ; © (ik) (2.5) 
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In the following we will denote hole states by greek letters, «,8,7,3,..., 
and we will use the latin letters m. n, p, q,..., as indices for particle 

states. The latin letters i, j, k, L...., may denote either hole or particle 

states. If we represent by c, the anihilation operator for the single 

particle state i, and if the symbol | > stands for the absolute vacuum, 

the Hartree-Fack ground state is given by 

|®,> =e" |> (2.6) 

and the RPA groundstate may be written 

1 G 
|non) (1 + x En netegces\( 8, > (2.7) 

2 mnaB 

where 

m 

we pw * ye Goaap™ DVL ae (2.8) 

In the RPA the matrix element of the operator cj+c, between the 

ground state | 0) and the excited state |r) is given by 

(r| ct ¢, | Depa = an 2.9] 

wb on A ‘ Aye 
(ricy 10) .=~—¥ + ~.{) 

Fig. 1 

This expression for the transition amplitude corresponds to the 
first two diagrams of fig. 1. The contribution of the diagrams of fig. 2 
provides the following correction to eq. (2.9) 

ale let e |= —2 (WIE toe il yos ) 
g 

gheugi;hk ih okgihg T 5 hkumnhg;ig 

(2.10) 
(9) 

h 

nxt) 
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where 

— 

Loot AREY oa 
We (s) x yp (s) (1 —@(ik)) By ve 4 

N
l
 

(2.11) 
F-(1+0(k) EV OVO* 

N
|
—
 

is a small quantity, at most of the order of the small amplitudes : pe : 
A proof of eq. (2.9) based on the Green function method is pre- 

sented in ref. 1. An equivalent but simpler derivation of the same 

equation based on the two-particle-two hole structure of the RPA 

ground state as given by eq. (2.7) may be found in ref. 2 where the 
origin of the (1/2) factors is explained. 

In the RPA the quantity (r|cj+c,|0) is zero if © (ik) is zero. An 
expression for that matrix element of first order in the ground state 
correlations is provided by by eq. (5.18) of ref. 1. Since that expression 
is not quite correct we will rederive it here following the method 
developed in ref. 2. We consider the diagrams of fig. 3 for the quan- 

A(rics ¢,10) = 

  

tity (r| ce C,|0) (or, if we prefer, A(r | cg c, |0) since (r | cat aL) 

is zero). With the conventions of ref. 2, the double-bar in those 

diagrams represents a factor of the form 2, on ¥e arising from 

the two-particle-two-hole structure of the RPA ground state. The 
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diagrams (a), (b), (c) and (d), which contain only one double-bar, 

should be the most important ones. The diagrams (a) and (b) arise from 

a perturbation theory treatment of the admixture of one-phonon states 
into the ground state due to ground state correlations. This leads to a 
correction to the RPA transition amplitude ‘r|D|0),,, of the form 

(r| D| 8) (t\ HO) 
A (| Diy) F E.—E, (2.12) 

In order to demonstrate in the next section the cancellation of the 

contributions of spurious states to sums like the one over s contained 

in the quantity cee which appears in eq. (2.10) it is convenient to 

leave one half of the contribution of the diagrams (a) and (b) in the 

form of eq. (2.12) and to transform the other half as follows. For half 

the contribution of the diagram (a) we may write 

(r) * ¥ (s) * y (s) 

A. (lgalO— > 2, eh et (2.13) 
g 

The intermediate state t of eq. (2.12) is here the particle-hole state, 

containing a particle g, a hole 8 and having an excitation energy 

equal to (¢ — +A). The energy shift A is introduced in order 

to account roughly for the particle-hole interaction energy. Now 
we note that ae is a small quantity and eq. (2.1) suggests that 

its most important values are assumed when g and h are such that 
—w, ~e —e, +A. Here, the quantity A is possibly about the same 

s g 
(s) 

as previously. We now introduce a quantity S. defined by 
ij 

  

(s) 1 4 () ell! 
S. ae e oe tn if OC )—0 

fe (2.14) 

5. =0 i Of) HO 
ij 

Then we can write for half the contribution of diagram (a) 

Wo a " y &) * 4 

A, (r | ce c,|0) = ba RO DL # 
2 ghijs wo + “4, (2.15) 

BS pn a (s) * bir 

2 ey oui 
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For half the contribution of diagram (b) we obtain in a similar way 

(r) * (s) x 4 

Fag gi shi yi ba   

  

(r | og” Cy | 0) —— 
2 ghijs —(&,— 8 +4) 

(r) * (s) * yp (s) 
a. x V2, Ponies Fr (2.16) 

2 ghiis o, + &,—&, 

~~ 1 s) * 3 yo oe yp) 
hg mB 

a 
2 ghs : 

since, presumably, the most significant values of the small quan- 

tity a! are assumed when § and hf are such that — o, ~ ¢, — eg +A. 

The admixture of two-phonon states into one-phonon states gives 

rise to a correction to the RPA transition amplitude (r|D|0)gp, of 
the form 

| A" (¢|D|0)= y (@|H| st) (st|D|0) | 

sf Bo 2 2, 

  (2.17) 

Diagrams (c) and (d) of fig. 3 take this effect into account. The con- 

tribution of diagram (c) may be written 

ye). yo) ye) * 
A + 0 ws gh “i%,ig h Jf 2.18 2 leg ca | 0) wero, —o, —(, —& +4) 

  

where (¢,—¢,-+A) is the energy of phonon f consisting of a 
hole a and a particle h. We assume that we may write approximately 

o~e,—e +A, if h,g are the labels for which fa is most impor- 
tant. Then we have 

ys yp 6) y &) * 
A. (r| cf c,|0) = r ghYja,ig  hB ‘ii 

iighs —(, + &—&,) 
  

(2.19) 
Ah EM (r) iS (s) * yi , 
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As for diagram (d) we obtain in a similar way 

  

  

(). * ys) * ’(s) 

(r | cg’ c,, | 0) & — z Tf git ji Phe 
d Bp fail hen as 

ghiis m —w,—(s,—e, + A) 

wee ¥, ie a 

Se —— y Poi eee i (2.20) 

ghijs —O, aS eo & 

~~ — c) als) * yp (s) 
im" ns S Vee 

ghs "g Oop 

where we have assumed 

wm ~e —e,+ A. 

Notice that diagram (d) is partially canceled by diagram (6b). The 

contribution of the four diagrams (a), (b), (c) and (d), which should 
be the most important ones, is 

An i lea % |= 

os ae (s) * yo 4 yo * ro) ) 
ale (Pe Bh ht Sag ' p) a 

sa) * 1 Ho Ng tS Belg ela” 
where (3) 

(clot G|s)~ C(VOVO*+ POO O(kj) — (2.21-a) 
. (when 9 (ij) =0) 

ee (t| H|0) 

wo. 

~ | (t) yp (s) * (7 (s) a (s) 

EBS ye jut on Magen TB) (2.21-b) 

the sum being over repeated indices. The quantities a are small, of 

the order of magnitude of (V.  )2, and have the following interpretation. 

They correspond to the one-phonon components we must add to the 
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RPA vacuum as given by eq. (2.7) in order to achieve stability against 

admixture with one-phonon states (3). 

For completeness we give now the contribution of all the diagrams 
of fig. 3. 

1 F (s) Da) yp 
A (| cfc, |) 2 I CA AOE AA Ae 

s g gh 

() x yp © rp ) pei) * yr () a wo — Or te oy aay Mie abt Yee Ya B) — 
g % 

g% 
—¥ 9 tye SN oink a (2.22) 

hg nb 

+ T(r | cg c,| ta? +a* (rt | cg c, | 0)). 5. 
2 

A(rict ¢, 10) = 

(r) 

(d) 

(r) 

  

The contribution of diagrams (a), (6), (c) and (d) of fig. 4, which 

are there the most important ones, comes out, after analogous mani- 
pulations, 

+ > [1 ape oe O* pe 
Aapea | Sm c, | 0) x ~ [>on toh + 

ghs| 2 gn 

+¥ 0.0" “yy — iNew riot c,|e) ty (2.23) 
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and the contribution of all the diagrams of fig. 4 is 

A (r|c*c,|0) ~ pay > che got YA (r) i ty 

ghs " 

J (s) (s) pOOOrey@ 1 - cp bi fo A a = * 

San ina ty! at ~  @.24) 
& yO ws (8) yp (5) Op) yO x OMe Roe eee mente] 

+> Bleed cla +(rt|cetc |Oa”*] 
t 

We observe that eqs. (2.22) and (2.24) replace eq. (5.19) of ref. 1, 

where the terms in a“ are missing and also some of the remaining 
terms are incorrect. 

+ ms 

(rsic; C10) sao 
(r) (sg) (s) = (r) (r) (s) (s) — (r) 

9 + 9 + 9 + 9 
k k i i 

Fig. 5 

The two-particle-two-hole structure of the RPA ground state 

enables the direct excitation of two-phonon states. This effect is repre- 

sented in fig. 5 and is accounted for by eq. (4.5) of ref. 1 which we 

quote now 

(eele* @) 0 EO 4 ee) ae (2.25) 
g (if 8 ik)—-0) 

A derivation of the same equation in line with our present approach, 
has been given in ref. 2. Contributions to (rs|c,* c,|0) when € (ik) 40 
arise from the admixture of one-phonon states into two-phonon states. 

This effect contributes a term of the form 

| | 

A(rs|D|0)= ¥ (es|H|t) (¢;D/0) (2.26) 
Oi i Be 
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to the transition amplitude (rs| D| 0). The final result may be written 
as follows 

A(rs|c+ c,|0)~ 

(2.27) 
~y:y yo (s) v (8) Q (re) Oppo __ yp, 

g ‘ Sant = Sot 5. a Dis a 

(if ® (ik) —0) 

This equation has been derived in ref. 1. In ref. 2 a derivation, based 

on diagrams similar to those of fig. 6, has been given for a slightly 
different version of the same equation. 

+ —_ 

(rsic; C0) suaxo™ 
(s) — (r) (r) — (s) 

     
Fig. 6 

3— THE TREATMENT OF SPURIOUS STATES 

IN EXPRESSIONS OF FIRST ORDER IN THE GROUND 

STATE CORRELATIONS 

Corrections to RPA transition amplitudes which take into 

account eq. (2.10) but neglect eqs. (2.20) and (2.24) were calculated 

in ref, 2. In the calculation of correlation corrections to electromagnetic 

transition amplitudes the terms of eq. (2.10) containing a factor 

ry were not taken into account. However, the effect of the omission 

of the spurious states from the sum over s in eq. (2.11) was con- 

sidered and it was found to make considerable difference to the 

transition amplitude. This does not seem correct since the spurious 

states are generated by collective operators (center of mass position 
and momentum, etc.), which should commute with boson operators 

generating intrins'c excitations. It will be shown presently that this 

situation should be greatly remedied by the inclusion of the terms 

in eq. (2.10) which contain the factor J, as has been done in 

the calculation of form factors for electron scattering. Of course, one 

should also consider eqs. (2.21) and (2.23). 
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If we consider an operator 

D=2d <7" «, (3.1) 

eqs. (2.8), (2.9), (2.21) and (2.23) enable us to write 

(¢| D|0)=(€|D| Ope, + A (r| D| 0) (3.2) 

with 

CHD Ogg = B80 x, , (3.3) 

1 og s s) ¥% (| D|0)=—— Ea ep (En 8 dy a — 

ght ip) « ()* fe te Pe eae Shalt 

© yp ~pO* gy (s) . 3.4 wwe dd. p—d.y te toe + (3.4) 

(s) * r (s) * $s, s 

+34 wt Lad ay (dg |; ¥ 3 —d,, a 

+ 0 oP Gn Ce Fs, A (r|D|t)a 
pm 

where the summations extend over all repeated indices. 

We will assume now that our eq. (2.1) for the RPA is based 

on the intrinsic part of the hamiltonian in the sense of ViLiars (5). 

Then the zero energy solutions (spurious states) are doubly dege- 
nerate and may be normalized to = 1. We keep the solution with 

positive norm. A zero energy solution is related to some collective 

operator A= J,,a, pity which commutes with the intrinsic part o 
the hamiltonian. One may write 

bs RON sats ang i k) a 

i,k 

8 (spurious) tsa oe Zo “ Lie (spurious) a yh (3 P 6) 
vee Vy kl 

ik stilts 7) ' 
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These equations follow from the commutation relations of A with 

the intrinsic part of the hamiltonian. [f D commutes with A it is 

seen that the spurious states nearly cancel out in the sum over 

s in eq. (3.4). Apparently a term of the form 

1 ya)* (s) (s) TEMS lm, ASyy So, do + 
(s) * (s) (s) yo as + Fem Sem Spa tn® 411 Oa! 

is still needed in eq. (3.4) in order for the contribution of the spu- 

rious states to cancel out exactly. However, such a term would 

correspond to diagrams like those shown in fig. 7 and is of higher 

(r) (r) (r) (r) 

C) cy m. ™, 
m a 

om ih 

8 f 0 7 
~s 

Fig. 7 

order (second order perturbation theory in the phonon-phonon inte- 

raction). It is therefore reasonable to omit the spurious states in the 

sums over s in eq. (3.4), since it seems possible to cause the contri- 

bution of the spurious states to cancel out in that equation by intro- 
ducing appropriate higher order terms which otherwise (as far as 

the remaining states are concerned) should be unimportant. The fact 

that the spurious states do not cancel out exactly in our approxi- 

mation (it being necessary for that to introduce also some terms 

which may be considered of higher order) is due to the fact that 

our spurious states are not 100% spurious. It should be possible 
to reformulate the theory in such a way as to treat correctly to the 

desired order the collective degress of freedom. Then one would 

deal with truly spurious states which, as a whole, would have an 

exactly zero contribution. However, that kind of approach should 

not lead to essentialy new results and does not seem convenient 

for practical computations. The term in expression (3.7) correspond- 
ing to a spurious s state measures our error in neglecting the spurious 

states. The sum over ft in eq. (3.4) should be assumed to extend 
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only over non spurious states, since the quantity a“) should be 

zero for spurious states. Indeed, the a“ are the amplitudes of the 

one-phonon components we must add to the RPA ground state in 

order to achieve stability against admixture with one-phonon states. 

If H is the intrinsic hamiltonian, in Vi~Lars sense (5), the RPA 

ground state is automatically stable against admixture with spurious 

states so that one expects a“) to be zero when | f) is a spurious state. 

We discuss now the transition amplitude to a two-phonon 

state, when one of the phonons is spurious. If, for instance, the state 

s is a spurious state, one would expect the quantity (rs|D|O) 

to cancel out, since D is an intrinsic operator and the state |s) is 

generated by a collective operator which commutes with D. However 

our spurious states are not 100% spurious, so it is appropriate to 

try and find out to what extend this conjecture is realized. The matrix 

element (rs|D|O) may be calculated with the help of eqs. (2.25) 

and (2.27). Keeping only the larger terms, which contain at least 

one large amplitude Vi" or ¥ © we find 

D 0) ~ EO (d yo 
(rs| | Lt (d min ae d,,, 6S.,— 

—¥ d ies ay je (dd, ee (3.8) 

mo 38.) — (©) ef dg at ce al 

the sum being over all repeated indices. If s is a spurious state s, 
and D is an intrinsic operator (which commutes with the previously 

considered operator A) then eq. (3.8) becomes simply 

eG) r r () (-3,| DO) nie) Fy. — oh Tapeh atl, 2 

In general the sfate r is not strongly collective, so that the ampli- 

tudes V . and oa are small quantities and the magnitude of (rs,|D|0) 

is negligible in the average. If it does not come out exactly zero it is 

only because our spurious states are not exactly spurious. They are 

generated by operators A which are only approximately collective. 
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4—-GENERAL TREATMENT OF THE SPURIOUS STATES 

We will now show, under rather general arguments, that the 

contribution of the spurious states actually cancels out and should 

be discarded from expressions of the type we have been considering. 

In order to tackle this problem we introduce the projection operator 

of the vacuum |0?} of the boson operators B,. From the commu- 
tation relations 

[B,,B, ]=[B/ B,t ]=0 
(4.1) 

[B,, Bi ]=8,, 

It follows that the projection operator Q of the vacuum |0} may 
be written (6) 

Q=|0! }0|=1— BY B, + By By B, B, 
py 

(4.2) 
— | y B+Bt+BtB,B,B, +... 

3!uve , , 

one readily verifies the results 

=O (4.3) 

Q|0}=|0} (4.4) 
QBs |0;=QBi By |oj=...=0 (4.5) 

it is also interesting to consider the operators 

—1__ pate cl ptep? | ptsps qu=1—B, MT i Bi aie Bots. +e) 

ds +p ! + pt ae Q.p..7=1— pa B; Bu bi BY B, B,B,—:.. (4.7) 
weap. 7 we aB.n 7 

Woe @. Bos ¥ 
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The operator q,, projects on to the states which do not contain the 

phonon } while the operator Q,g...; projects on to the vacuum or the 
states which contain only phonons a6...7. 

Obviously 

Q=Iq, (4.8) 

Qug..y= oq 4.9 eT ek (4.9) 

In order to calculate the expectation value of an operator A in 

the boson vacuum |0} we consider the identity 

© |QAQ\|o 
10) Ajo} —— IQA Q|®, > (4.10) 

<%,|Q|9,> 
  

which, on account of eq. (4.2), leads immediately to an expansion 

for }0|A|0{ in sums over boson states (the first term in that 
expansion is <?,|A|® >, the next term is given as a single sum 
over } etc.). 

The operator A may be, for instance, the commutator [B,, M], 

where M is a transition operator, or A may be the mean square 

radius operator, etc. From symmetry considerations we may know, 
a priori, that A commutes with some boson operators, say, those 

corresponding to the indices «f...7. For instance, if A is the intrinsic 

part of the hamiltonian, or of any other operator, as discussed by 

Villars (5) it commutes with the momentum and center of mass ope- 

rators. (Then the operators B,,..., B,, By, ee a would be some 

linear combinations of the momentum and center of mass operators, 
assuming a spherical system). We want to show that under such 

circumstances we may werite 

<9 Qig..4A Q,8 ik Fae 

<P Qe. 
  JO, A|O{ = (4.11) 
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thus effectively dropping out, from the sums over intermediate 

states, the terms containing the labels a8...y (the spurious states). 
This result becomes obvious if we remark that 

1 
= | Ng Ng... n, | (4.12) 

nyingl i ny 
Q.3..7= ¥ |n, ng... ny | 

ny ™B. ny 

where n, ... ny designate the numbers of the phonons «...;, One also has 

}ng ng... ny|A|n, ng... ny | 
(4.13) 

= 0|A|O{n,!ng!... ny!dn,n, ong ng..dn, ny 

Therefore we see that 

<®,|Qag..yA Qap..4 | O > 

1 
=}{0|A|0{ CT <P, |((n, ng... n, a ng «ny \)|®, > 

he mobs cite, Mg +NB ++. My: 

= ]0|/A/0{<,|Q,5..,/ 0, > 

which proves eg. (5.10). 
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